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The original Barn Dance was written by Kerry Mills, but his new one is a far better number.
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"It Is Hard To Kiss Your Sweetheart
When The Last Kiss Means Good-bye."
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Valse moderato

Under the weeping willows old,
Down where the willows gently sway,
Some body's

whispering stream,
One night a tender

feeling blue,
Wond-ring if some-one

far away,
Has ever been fond and, true;
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There, once again, the lovers strayed,
Then some one cries, "My own sweet-heart,
And as they strayed he sighed, "Why do you sigh, dear?"
We meet again no gay today.

said the maid; Tenderly he replied:
more to part, Never again to say.

CHORUS.

"It is hard to kiss your sweet-heart. When the last kiss means good-

It is hard. 4.
bye. You are grieving all the while. No matter how you try. Although your lips are smiling. From your heart there comes a sigh. It is hard to kiss your sweetheart. When the last kiss means good-bye.

It is hard.
THE VERY LATEST
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"Look out I'm going to steal you"
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ANY OLD PORT IN A STORM
An inspiring sea song by Kerry Mills, written in three keys to fit any voice. A splendid number.

THE FASCINATING WIDOW
The most contagious melody. This is the little waltz movement that is played all through the piece.